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Kashmir 9N10D

(Srinagar/ Gulmarg/ Pahalgam /Yusmarg/Dudhpatri) 

Day 01: ARRIVAL – SRINAGAR- PEHALGAM
Welcome Srinagar Airport pickup you will be met our representative and get transfer to Pehlagam. Valley of 
Shepherds. Enroute you will have and rare opportunity to visit the Saffron fields. Also visit Avantipura Ruins 
Enrooted, Arrive and proceed to your hotel, Dinner & overnight at the Pahalgam. ( Dinner) 

Day 2: PEHALGAM SIGHSEEING 
After breakfast proceed for sightseeing  Chandanwadi , The snow Point (14 Km) at your own cost or enjoy pony ride 
at your own cost, Return back to Pahalgam, Visit Aru Valley, Betab Valley  rest of the day at leisure to explore the 
countryside and enjoy leisurely walks through the pine. (Local Taxi needs to be used and you have to pay at your 
own on sharing basis). Arrive and proceed to your hotel, Dinner & overnight at the Pahalgam. (Breakfast, Lunch & 
Dinner) 

Day 03: PEHALGAM – SRINAGAR. After breakfast transfer to Srinagar; in the evening enjoy Shikara ride in famous 
Dal Lake (by your own). In the evening free at leisure. Overnight stay in hotel. (Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner) 

Day 04: SRINAGAR –GULMARG- SRINAGAR
Srinagar to Gulmarg “Meadow of Flowers” Discovered by the Kashmiri romantic poet in the 16th century who was 
inspired with its grassy slopes covered with wild flowers. In winter Gulmarg looks more beautiful due to heavy 
snow fall. And turns into India's premier Ski resort in winter. Gulmarg has one of the best ski slopes in the world 
and highest golf course with 18 holes, in Gulmarg you also can enjoy Gondola Cable Car (On Your Own Expenses) 
offers rides to the upland meadows of Kongdori and beyond to the top of Apharwat range to a height of 14000 ft 
for viewing the Himalayan Peaks in summer and for downhill skiing in winter, back to Srinagar Overnight stay at 
hotel. (Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner) 

Day 05: Srinagar Dudhpathri – Srinagar 
After breakfast day visit of Dudhpathri. Dudhpathri is ideal place to visit in Kashmir. A gorgeous green 
meadow surrounded by pine trees and views of lofty snowcapped mountains, Dudhpathri is an 
unmatched tourist destination in Kashmir. Its untouched tourist destination, very few people know about 
this place. You will return by evening to Srinagar Hotel. (Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner) 

Day 06: SRINAGAR – YUSMARG – SRINAGAR
After Breakfast proceed for Yusmarg. Yusmarg or Yousmarg is a hill station in the western part of Kashmir Valley in 
the Indian union territory of Jammu and Kashmir. It is situated 47 km south of Srinagar the capital of the state. 
Yousmarg provides space for beautiful landscapes, young pine nurseries, green pastures and heart touching lotic 
and lentic water bodies. Nilnag, Doodhganga and a nascently created artificial dam adds more to the beauty of the 
meadows.Nature has bestowed Yoususmarg with pleasant flora and fauna. Among fauna, locals claim that they 
often sight wolves, bears, apes, cats, aves of various types. Among aquatic fauna, Schizothoraxic is abundant one in 
catch. Return to Srinagar & overnight stay. (Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner) 

Day 07: SRINAGAR TO SRINAGAR – LOCAL SIGHT- SEEING
After breakfast transfer to Srinagar to Houseboat for check inn, after re fresh proceed to Local Sightseeing See 
Mughal Gardens:- Visit Shankaranchariya Temple (is also known as the Jyesteshwara temple It is on top of the 
Shankaracharya Hill on the Zabarwan Mountain It is dedicated to Lord Shiva 
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The temple is at a height of 1,000 feet above the plain and overlooks the city of Srinagar) then visit PariMahal 
'Palace of Fairies' (is a seven terraced garden located at the top of Zabarwan mountain range over-looking city of 
Srinagar and south-west of Dal Lake) Then visit to Chesham Shahi (is one of the Mughal gardens built in 1632 AD 
around a spring by Ali Mardan Khan, a governor of Mughal emperor Shah Jahan as per the orders of the Emperor, 
as a gift for his elder son Prince DaraShikoh) you will also visit Nishat Garden known as 'Garden of pleasure' built in 
16th century (1633) by Mughal King Asif Khan. Then visit Shalimar Garden known as 'Garden of love' built in 16th 
century (1619) by Mughal King Jehangir for his beloved wife Noor Jehan or (Mehr-un-Nissa) evening enjoy SHIKARA 
RIDE on world famous Dal Lake in which you will cover, Floating Gardens, Vegetable Gardens, Golden Lake, Inner 
markets like Mena Bazar, and Canals etc, also enjoy the scenic view of Zabarwan Mountains, evening free for 
leisure, overnight stay in Houseboat at Srinagar. (Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner) 

Day 08: Srinagar to Jammu
After reaching Jammu Airport you will meet our representative transfer to Katra by Car/Jeep/Bus. Check in at Hotel 
at Katra. (Breakfast , Lunch& Dinner) 

Day 09 Mata Vashnowdevi 
After breakfast visit Vashnowdevi (By Helicopter / Ponny as per availability). Overnight at Hotel. (Breakfast & 
Dinner) 

Day 10: Departure
After breakfast transfer to Jammu Airport for onward journey.  (Breakfast) 

Cost: RS.43,500.00 per person for adult & 

Inclusions: 

 02 Nights stay in Hotel at Katra 
 04 Nights Stay in Hotel at Srinagar 
 02 Night Stay in Hotel at Pahalgam 
 01 Night Stay in Deluxe House Boat at Srinagar 
 Breakfast, Lunch &  Dinner as per itinerary 
 Transport by Confirmable Car / SUV /BUS/ Tempo traveler 

Exclusion: 
 5% GST extra 
 Entry tickets at sightseeing places
 Adventure sports
 Gondola ride at Gulmarg.
 Horse ride at Pehalgam & Dudhpathri 
 Helicopter / Ponny / Portar/ Palkhi at Katra.
 Local taxy / jeep at Pahalgam, Sonmarg (Zero point) & Dudhpathri. 
 Meals which is not included in inclusion column.
 Anything which is not included in inclusion column. 
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